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§16. Free Boundary Equilibrium Calculation of 
CHS-QA 
Isobe, M., Okamura, S., Matsuoka, K., Nishimura, S., 
Shimizu, A. (Nagoya Univ.) 
Various alternative magnetic configurations for next 
advanced stellarators have been proposed and designed. In 
National Institute for Fusion Science, conceptual design of a 
quasi-axisymmetric{QA) helical system is being undertaken 
in both aspects of engineering and physics as a post-CHS 
device 1,2). The magnetic configuration of QA is 
characterized by B 10 (toroidicity)-dominated magnetic field 
strength. Components of BlJ{helical) and B01{bumpy) in 
IBI, which may cause to enhance neoclassical ripple 
diffusion, are reduced as much as possible. The QA 
configuration we examine have toroidal period N of 2. The 
rotational transforms 112n at magnetic axis and outermost 
flux surface boundary are 0.36, 0.4 respectively in vacuum 
condition. We adopt VMEC code to investigate beta shift of 
magnetic axis and resulting change of rotational transform. 
Fig. 1 shows 112n of QA as a function of volume-averaged 
beta < /3> in fixed boundary condition. The pressure profile 
was assumed to be P=P o( 1-1fI)2 and net plasma current was 
set to be 0 in this calculation. It is· seen that 112n decreases 
as </3> increases. When </3> reaches over -1.5 %, 112n 
drops below 113. In this case, because of weak magnetic 
shear of QA, we are afraid of forming large magnetic island 
at the rational surface of 113. To avoid this, it is necessary 
to push up the rotational transform. It is noted that 
actually, plasma current including beam driven current and 
bootstrap current exists in experimental plasmas, so, the 
drop of 112n seen in Fig. 1 is that in the most severe case. 
To simulate more actual plasma, free boundary equilibrium 
calculation was carried out. Fig. 2{a) and (b) show cross 
sectional views of magnetic flux surface in </3> of 0 % and 
1.5 %, respectively. In bean-shaped cross section, curvature 
at upper and lower part of magnetic flux surface becomes 
sharper. Fig. 3{a) shows rotational transforms with and 
without taking account of plasma current of 20 kA for R of 
2 m and Bt of 2 T condition. Here, bell-shaped current, in 
other words, beam driven type current is assumed. If plasma 
current of 20 kA exists, profile of rotational transform is 
recovered. To discuss stability, more careful estimation of 
plasma current and resulting profile of rotational transform 
are necessary. 
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Fig. 1 Rotational transforms at magnetic axis and 
outermost boundary as a function of </3> in fixed boundary 
condition. 
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Fig. 2 Cross sections of magnetic flux surface, (a) </3> = 
0%, and (b) 1.5 % case without net plasma current in free 
boundary condition 
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Fig. 3{a) Profile of rotational transform in </3> of 1.5 % 
case without plasma current (b) with plasma current of 20 
kA in free boundary calculation. 
